REACHing for Your Wallets or Your Lives ©
By Lawrence A. Kogan, Esq. *
Europe’s over-regulation-prone lawmaking bodies yesterday (12/14/06) announced that the
European Parliament had finally approved for adoption and implementation the highly
controversial ‘REACH’ chemicals regulatory regime.1 REACH is certain to have a severely
negative impact on global industry and international trade.
The Parliament’s adoption of REACH, which is premised on the extra-territorial, non-scientific,
Precautionary Principle, followed from a political compromise reached two weeks ago between
the regionally-focused European Commission and Parliament and the more nationally-focused
EU member states-based European Council. Pursuant to the compromise, the Commission will
enact and begin implementing a final version of REACH that is substantially similar to that
currently in circulation sometime during the spring of 2007.2
The EU Parliament decided to adopt REACH despite the repeated opposition voiced by
European and foreign industries since at least 2003. In fact, exasperated European industry
groups, including the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC), the European Association
of Non-Ferrous Metals (Eurometaux), and the European engineering association Orgalime had
just last week held a Brussels press conference in a last ditch effort to persuade the Parliament to
abandon REACH’s very costly and onerous substitution, dossier preparation and burden of proof
rules, which will “send[] the wrong signal to business communities in terms of investment and
innovation.”3 Even EU Industry Commissioner Günter Verheugen made a passing reference to
the REACH regulation when he stated this past November that, ““We have to recognise that ...
our environmental leadership could significantly undermine the international competitiveness of
part of Europe’s energy-intensive industries and worsen global environmental performance by
redirecting production to parts of the world with lower environmental standards.” 4 Apparently,
the Parliament ignored them, and acted in response to the favorable support that the compromise
document had received from some European socialist party Parliamentarians5 and the public
disparagement it had attracted from certain transatlantic environment extremist groups.6
Whatever final form it does assume, however, the regionally conceived REACH regulation
should not be mistaken for other than what it really is: a carefully crafted legal instrument
specially designed to facilitate the 21st century United Nations-based global governance 7 of
every nation’s industries, particularly those located and/or based in the United States.8 REACH
also conveniently serves the well-lobbied 9 economic interests of Europe’s ‘shell-shot’ industries.
Having failed to prevent the adoption of REACH in their own backyard, and in search of a way
to stem regional European industry job losses due to outsourcing and to restore lagging company
profitability and innovation capabilities as the result of over-regulation and less than optimal
intellectual property policies,10 European companies have called, behind closed doors, for
REACH’s application to all industries operating within the global neighborhood.11 In other
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words, they have convinced the EU Commission to export REACH around the world to other
countries, including the U.S.12 and China,13 for the purpose of undermining their companies’
global competitiveness. They know full well that this is also likely to adversely affect these
nations’ economies, until they ‘come into line’ with EU standards.
In this regard, REACH represents a new genre of disguised trade barriers14 that will, no doubt,
violate at least three World Trade Organization agreements in several important respects.15
REACH, even in its compromised form, will impose a variety of serious legal and economic
costs upon all industries throughout the world, up and down global supply chains, no matter
where they are located. REACH has been structured to restore European industry’s global
competitiveness by imposing upon other countries’ industries the same highly onerous and costly
European regulatory burdens and cultural preferences. In this way, the REACH regulatory
regime ‘levels the global economic playing field’ for besieged European companies.16
Most importantly, REACH will reverse the legal burden of proof (i.e., both the burden of
production of evidence and the burden of persuasion) from government to industry without
regulators having conducted beforehand, either an ‘adequate’ scientific risk assessment as
concerns any of the chemicals for which pre-market authorization will be required, or a rigorous
economic cost-benefit analysis that considers the exorbitant expense and burdens associated with
regulatory compliance and the development by industry of ‘substitute substances’ that do not
presently exist and are acceptable to European regulators and civil society groups. REACH,
consistent with the extra-WTO Precautionary Principle, which is premised on the notion of
‘scientific uncertainty’ in the eyes of legislator/politicians rather than on ‘insufficient scientific
(empirical) evidence’ as determined by scientists, will thus require industry to a prove a negative.
Global industries will be compelled to demonstrate to the European Commission and to
‘deputized’ environmental extremists that their chemicals are ‘safe’ - harmless to human health
and the environment, based on fears of future hypothetical hazards. The current system
conditions regulation on the ability of European regulators (with minimal civil society
participation) to demonstrate that particular industry chemicals are scientifically harmful or ‘not
safe’, based on the presence of empirical evidence of actual risk. In other words, REACH will
permit European bureaucrats and environmental extremists, without probable cause in fact, to
intrude into and determine for private companies and individuals how they must structure their
operations and affairs, and the extent to which they are entitled to profit from them. REACH
will also permit such non-expert parties to dictate how companies design, manufacture,
formulate, market, sell and then dispose of all chemical substances and the products which
contain them, irrespective of the economic costs and the lack of presently available technological
alternatives.17 Furthermore, REACH will impose a very costly and overly burdensome zero-risk
threshold that is practically impossible to satisfy. And, in the hands of risk-averse European
regulators intimidated by the European Parliament’s politically influential socialist and
environmentalist parties, REACH will employ an administratively created presumption of
possible harm that is tantamount to a finding of ‘guilty until proven innocent’ - much like in a
socialist ‘police state’.
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Premised as it is, on the Precautionary Principle, REACH will also violate the fundamental and
inalienable exclusive private property rights, tangible as well as intangible, of WTO member
industries (especially those small and medium-sized, based in the United States and developing
countries),18 despite regulator assurances to the contrary.19 In addition, it will impose
unnecessary, and thus, illegal obstacles to international trade, where less trade-restrictive
alternatives to achieve legitimate environment and health objectives are otherwise available and
can be readily employed by European regulators.20
Furthermore, REACH will endanger global economic stability, international peace and security,
and positive sustainable development because it will foster a new wave of trade protectionism
that emboldens developing countries to unilaterally regulate and burden international commerce
and technology without having the capacity themselves to effectively protect the environment or
human health. Europeans conveniently forget how psychological factors largely rooted in
populism, nationalism and trade protectionism during the 1930’s contributed to the demise of the
then relatively free trading system and led to global disorder and eventually to war.21
For these reasons, the ITSSD calls upon the United States Trade Representative and U.S.
industry, as well as developing country governments and industries, to come together to plan and
launch a full-scale WTO attack against the European Communities’ blatantly illegal REACH
regulation. The WTO has already disregarded the extra-WTO Precautionary Principle as a
viable legal defense of the European Union’s non-science-based biotech rules22. Considering
what is at stake here, it is, thus, very likely to do the same as concerns Europe’s unnecessarily
trade- restrictive and non-science-based REACH chemicals regulatory regime.
Mr. Kogan is CEO of The Institute for Trade, Standards and Sustainable Development (ITSSD) a non-partisan
non-profit international legal research and educational organization that examines international law as it
relates to trade, industry and positive sustainable development around the world. Copies of ITSSD studies can
be found online at: (http://www.itssd.org/library.htm).
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